
Model

Max. Output Current USB EXTRA POWER

+12V1 +12V2 +12V3 +5V +3.3V -12V +5VSB MAX1 MAX2 MAX3 +5V +12V

5.4A3A1650W1000W125W6A0.3A24A24A75A25A25ASignature Series
SI-1065W

*MAX1: +3.3V & +5V Total Output / MAX2: +12V Total Output / MAX3: Total Output Power

The SI-1065W comes with 165mm silent fan.
This special ceramic ferrule design is abrasion resistant and silent,
providing users with a quiet environment for battlestations.

165mm Silent Fan Design

The SI-1065W possesses premium Japanese capacitors
with 105 °C rating, improving power stability

at higher temperatures and providing an ultra-long lifespan.

Highly Reliable Japanese
Aluminium Electrolytic Capacitor

Fully modular flat cable design simplifies installation
and allows you to use only the necessary cables

for a neater, cleaner build. 

Fully Modular Cables for Quick
and Easy Installation

Lighting Power Button

USB Intelligent Fast Charge
 

The designed USB internals are ideal for charging phones and tablets.
The SI-1065W PSU hosts an automatic identifying charging system,
so you can charge electronics without turning the system on.

It outputs to maximum 3A and supports APPLE 2.4 A, Samsung 2.0A fast charge.
Matches the BC 1.2 & YD/T 1591 USB charging regulation.  

USB Intelligent Fast Charge

The SI-1065W power supply provides options to efficiently
remove the residual hot air generated by the PC.

The PSU emits 65W of electricity to keep the cooling system operational
after shutting down the PC.

Users can choose the timer options to be continuous,
shut down after 180 seconds, after 30 seconds or immediately shut down.

Four Timed  Extra Power Modes

The SI-1065W power supply is designed exclusively for the X-Frame 2.0.
The aluminum alloy top cover is an elaborate crimson color,

which perfectly matches the design of X-Frame 2.0.
The PSU comes with 4mm tempered glass transparent window

that′s backlit to create a stunning visual of the internal components.
The SI-1065W is a powerful PSU with striking features. 

Transparent Power Supply
with Brilliant Red Aluminum Alloy Top Cover


